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INTRODUCTION 
The principal ideal theorem is one of the basic results in the theory of 
commutative Noetherian rings. A. W. Chattess [l] and P. F. Smith [6] have 
obtained an analogue of it for those noncommutative Noetherian rings in 
which the localization at an arbitrary prime ideal can be performed in the 
usual way. The object of this note is to prove an analogue of the principal 
ideal theorem for prime Noetherian rings satisfying some polynomial identity. 
A very neat proof of the principal ideal theorem for commutative Noetherian 
rings is given by Kaplansky [4, p. 1041. Th e o b vious obstacle in adopting it 
to the noncommutative situation is that the proof uses the usual localization 
at a prime ideal whereas no sufficiently nice localization is available at an 
arbitrary prime ideal in a prime Noetherian ring satisfying a polynomial 
identity. A closer examination of Kaplansky’s proof reveals that it really 
hinges on the additivity of the notion of length derived from the Jordan- 
Holder theorem; localization is used only to produce a situation in which 
the Jordan-Holder theorem becomes applicable. We have established in [3] 
a version of the Jordan-Holder theorem which is applicable to an arbitrary 
finitely generated module over an FBN-ring (see definition below). It leads to a 
notion of length which has enough additivity (Theorem 1). Using this notion 
of length in place of the usual one, we have been able to recast Kaplansky’s 
proof in such a way that it works for prime Noetherian rings satisfying some 
polynomial identity. 
ADDITIVITY OF LENGTH 
As usual, all rings are unitary and all modules are unitary right modules. 
A ring is Noetheriun if it satisfies the maximum condition on left ideals as well 
as right ideals. -4 ring is bounded if every essential one-sided ideal of it 
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contains a nonzero two-sided ideal. A FBN--ring R (short for a fully bounded 
Noetherian ring) is a Noetherian ring such that R/p is bounded for each 
prime ideal p of R. We note that a Noetherian ring satisfying a polynomial 
identity is a FBN-ring [5]. 
We shall recall some facts concerning modules over FBN-rings which are 
proved in [3]. Let M be a f.g. modules over a FBK-ring R. A nonzero 
submodule B of M is called a basic submodule of M if B is maximal among 
a-critical submodules of M, where 01 is the least possible Krull dimension of 
a nonzero submodule of M. A basic series of M is a finite series of submodules 
(0) = B,CB,C...CB, = AT, 
where B,/B,_, is a basic submodule of M/B,-1 for I :< i < n. ‘The modules 
Bi/Bip, , 1 < i < n, are called the basic factors of M. It is clear that M has at 
least one basic series. Theorem 3.1 of [3] h s ows that the integer n is uniquely 
determined by M and that the sequence of basic factors is uniquely determined 
by A4 upto permutation and subisomorphism. Theorem 2.5 of [3] shows that, 
for 1 < i < 11, the annihilator ai of B,/B,-, is a prime ideal of R and that a, 
is also the annihilator of every nonzero submodule of B,/B,-, . We shall call 
any permutation of the sequence {a, ,..., a,} as the prime ideal sequence of M. 
From the facts quoted above, it is clear that the prime ideal sequence of IV is 
uniquely determined by M. The number of times a prime ideal p of R occurs 
in the prime ideal sequence of M is called the p-length of M, denoted as vP(M). 
It is obvious that the p-length of M is well-defined. If  a prime ideal p is 
minimal among the members of the prime ideal sequence of M then we shall 
say that p dominates M. 
We proceed to note four lemmas which will be repeatedly needed. In all 
these lemmas, M is a f.g. module over a FBN-ring R and p is some prime 
ideal of R. 
LEMMA 1. For any basic submodule B of M, we have 
v&M) = q,(B) + $M/B). 
Proof. Immediate from the facts stated above. 
LEMMA 2. Let a, ,..., a, be ideals of R such that M(aiI ... la,) = 0. 
Then each member of the prime ideal sequence of any subquotient of M contains 
at least one of the ideals a, ,..., a,, . 
Proof. Clear. 
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LEMMA 3. If  p dominates M and tf p also occurs in the prime ideal sequence 
of a certain subquotient M1 of M then p dominates &I1 . 
Proof. Use Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let p dominate M and let K be a submodule of &I suck that p 
does not dominate M/K. Then, for any subquotient L of l&F/K, we have v&L) = 0. 
Proof. Let {a, ,..., a,,,} and {b, ,..., b,} be the prime ideal sequences of M 
and M/K, respectively. Assume for a moment that v&L) f  0. Then, by 
Lemma 2, p >_ bi 1 a, for some i, j. This yields p = bi = ai since p 
dominates M. By Lemma 3, p dominates M/K, a contradiction! 
We now show that, in appropriate situations, the p-length is additive. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a f.g. module ovey a FBN-ring R. Then, for each 
prime ideal p dominating M and for each submodule N of M, we have 
vp(M) = q,(N) + v&M/N) (*> 
Proof. Let p be a prime ideal dominating M and N be a submodule of 121. 
To simplify the notation, we shall use v  instead of vP . Due to the Noetherian 
induction, it suffices to prove (*) under the assumptions that the theorem 
holds for all proper quotient modules of M and that v(M) = v(N’) f  r(M/N’) 
for every submodule N’ of M which properly contains N. Choose a basic 
submodule B of M; B will be kept fixed throughout the proof. 
Suppose B C N. Then B is a basic submodule of N too. So, by Lemma 1, 
we have 
v(M) = v(B) + v(M/B); v(N) = v(B) + v(N/B). 
I f  p does not dominate M/B then it is immediate from Lemma 4 that 
v(M/B) = v(N/B) + v(M/N). 
However, this equality holds even when p dominates M because of the 
Noetherian induction hypothesis. It is now clear that (*) holds in case B C N. 
Suppose N n B = (0). The induction hypothesis and Lemma 4 suffice 
to show that 
and 
OW9 = v&‘-f + BIIB) + VW/W + BI) 
= v(N) + v(WW + BI) 
@WV = v([N + BP) + 4WW + BI) 
= v(B) + v(M,‘[N + BI). 
Using Lemma 1, we see that (*) holds in this case too, 
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It remains to prove (*) in case B g N and N n B f  (0). In this case, 
N + B properly contains N; so, we have v(M) = v(N + B) + v(M/[N + B]). 
It thus suffices to show that r(N) = .(N + B) and v(M/N) = IJ(M/[N + B]). 
Since B is a critical module, N n B must also be a critical module with 
the same Krull dimension as that of B. This has two consequences. Firstly, 
we have v(B) = v(N n B). Secondly, it shows that either N n B is a basic 
submodule of N or N has a basic submodule C properly containing N n B. 
In the later case, we can find a basic submodule D of ill which contains C 
(properly or improperly). Clearly, B n D f  (0) and B f  D, which is 
impossible by Lemma 3.3 of [3]. Hence N n B is a basic submodule of N. 
Lemma 1 now yields 
~(il’) = v(N n B) + v(N,W n B) 
= v(B) + v([N + B]/B) = v(N + B). 
I f  possible, let v(B/N n B) # 0. Tl ren ann B C p. Since p dominates J%Z, 
ann B = p. Clearly, B is now a faithful critical module over the FBN-ring 
R/p; so, by Lemma 2.1 of [3], B/N n B IS unfaithful over R/p. Contradiction! 
Hence v(B/N n B) = 0. Using the induction hypothesis, we now have 
v(M/N) = v([N + B]/X) + v(M/[N + B]) 
= v(B/N n B) + v(M/[N + B]) 
= v(WW + BI). 
As already indicated, this completes the Noetherian induction. 
THE MAIN RESULT 
We now prove our analogue of Krull’s principal ideal theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a prime Noetherian ring satisfying a polynomial 
identity and p be a prime ideal of R which is minimal over xR for some nonzero 
central element w of R. Then p does not properly contain any nonzero prime 
ideal of R. 
Proof. Let us assume, on the contrary, that p properly contains a nonzero 
prime ideal q of R. By a result due to Formanek [2], q must contain some 
nonzero central element, say y, of R. Set K,, = {r E R 1 x”r ERR}. Since 
{K,: n > l} is an ascending chain of ideals of R, there exists a positive 
integer m such that K, = K, for all n 2 m. 
Set u = xm. Since x is a nonzero central element of the prime ring R, 
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x and u must be regular elements of R. So, the left multiplication by u induces 
a monomorphism R -+ R of right R-modules. It follows that 
[uR + yR]/uR z [u2R + uyR]/u2R (1) 
as right R-modules. 
Let r1 , y2 , and ra be elements of R such that yrr = zA2 + uyra . So, 
y(rl - ura) = ua~~ which yields r2 E Kzm = k’, . Thus, for some rq E Ii, 
UY2 = yr4; so, y(rl - UYJ = yur4 . Since y  is regular in R, this yields 
y1 E uR. It is now clear that yR n [u2R + uyR] = uyR. Consequently, 
we have the following isomorphisms of right R-modules, 
(u2R + yR)/(u2R + uyR) gg yR/[yR n (u2R + uyR)] 
g yR/yuR gg uRlu2R. (2) 
So far, we have closely followed Kaplansky’s proof [4, p. 1041. We proceed 
to show that the prime ideal p dominates the modules (uR + yR)/u2R and 
(u2R + yR)/u2R. We can express the prime radical of the ideal u2R as an 
irredundant intersection of a finite number of prime ideals, say p1 ,..., pk . 
It is immediate that p is one of the ideals pr ,..., pk; say, p = pi . Since R is a 
FBN-ring [5], the f.g. R-module (uR + yR)/u2R has prime ideal sequence, 
say {a, ,..., a,>. Using Levitski’s theorem and Lemma 2, it follows that each ai 
contains at least one of the ideals p1 ,..., pk. Now note thatR/uR is isomorphic 
with a subquotient of (uR + yR)/dR and after reindexing if necessary, 
a, . ... . o, annihilates (uR + yR)/u2R. It follows that 
So, p > ai > pj for some i and j. Since p1 ,.,., ps are mutually incomparable, 
we have p = oi . It is now clear that p dominates (uR + yR)/GR. A similar 
argument using (2) shows that p also dominates (u2R + yR)/u2R. Theorem 1 
and the isomorphisms (1) and (2) now yield 
q,([u2R + YRIW) + vp([uR + yRll[u2R + YRI) 
= vp([uR -+ yR]/u2R) 
= vp(uR/u2R) + v,([uR + yR]/uR) 
= vp(b2R + yRll[u2R + UYRI) + vp([u2R + uyRllu2R) 
= vp([u2R + yR]/u2R). 
Hence, we have 
q,([uR + yRll[u2R + YRI) = 0. (3) 
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Let (b, ,..., 6,) be the prime ideal sequence of [uR f  yR]/[u2R + yR]. 
After reindexing if necessary, we have 
(uR $ yR)(b, . ... 6,) C u2R + yR C u2R + q. 
We set R .- R/q and use bars to denote images in R. Then the above inclu- 
sions yield 
(iz)(& . . ‘. .ti,) c $A. 
Since u $ q, u is regular in i?. It follows that 
5, . . . . . 5, c is c v. 
So, iji C F, i.e., bi C p for some i (1 < i < I). By Lemma 2, bi contains at 
least one of the mutually incomparable ideals p1 ,..., pk. Thus bi = p, 
which contradicts (3). 
This work was done in June 1973 when the author was a visitor at the University 
of Leeds. The author thanks the members of the School of Mathematics, University 
of Leeds, for inviting him to participate in “the ring theory year at Leeds.” 
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